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“Fools No More” is a four part series written with a no hold barred attitude on the perennial 
Nile question. The series reveals the intricacies behind the tangled web of complexities 
shrouding the increasingly confrontational issue. 

The title is inspired by the proverb, “In the abundance of water the fool is thirsty”, with 
“fools” referring to the nearly assertive Nile riparian nations (sans Egypt and Sudan).

The series begins by juxtaposing the respective positions and realities of Egypt and Ethiopia 
leading protagonists in the centuries old squabble.

The writer, Editor-in-Chief of New Business Ethiopia, poses the following intriguing 
questions and points out options for a win-win Solution.

- Nile-watchers - a pessimistic bunch, speculate that the Nile issue is being fomented and 
manipulate by certain regimes in order to fan nationalism in a bid to distract from domestic 
problems.

- Will Egypt persist in its unacceptable claim of having virtually exclusive rights to the Nile 
(Historic Dominance) or will it bring itself to adopt a more cooperative mindset which 
engages with other stakeholders on the basis of mutual respect?

- What exactly would satisfy principal source countries (Ethiopia, Uganda, Burundi) and 
other Nile basin nations?

- What would be the very absolute minimum that Egypt and Sudan can bring themselves to 
accept?

- How relevant is the Sudanese position given the context of current reality in Sudan and the 
virtually assured emergence of a new riparian state -South Sudan?

- What are the prospects for a comprehensive and truly just agreement and what potentials 
would this hold in an efficient utilization of the Nile for the benefit of all riparian countries?

“In the abundance of water the fool is thirsty,” so goes the ancient proverb, which 
Ethiopians have amended to: “Thirsty are the children of Abay”-the Blue Nile”.

Ethiopia and Egypt are much alike in numerous ways. Both are custodians of two great 
civilizations. They enjoy in their respective geographic domains, the roles of political 
heavyweights. The two nations are roughly of equal population size and both are perennially 
beset by deep rooted and often intractable socio-political problems.



On Nov, 28 and Dec. 5, 2010 (runoff), an apathetic Egypt dragged itself to polling stations 
to vote in parliamentary elections- the outcome of which had (as usual) been predetermined. 
The ruling National Democratic Party(NDP) - entrenched in power since 1978 - performed 
to character and ensured that it remain the unchallenged authority in what is now a  one-
party state in all but name. 

This decades long dominance of an unyielding ruling elite / party is yet another of the many 
commonalities shared by Egypt and Ethiopia. The two states are also literally bound 
together in unholy marriage by the Nile, a river which gets 4/5 of its volume from Ethiopia’s 
mighty Blue Nile. Known by Ethiopians as Abay Wonz (Great River), the Blue Nile is the 
life sustaining umbilical cord on which over 130 million Egyptians and Sudanese depend on 
for their very existence. 

And here ends the list of commonalities between Ethiopia and Egypt. (Before going further, 
a brief overview of the proper terminology that should be used when discussing Nile issues. 
After all, knowing that there are at least 7 distinct variations of the name is crucial in fully 
grasping the essence of the Nile Question.)
Now more so than at any other time in history (not counting the several wars in the 18thand 
19th centuries), Egypt and Ethiopia are at loggerheads over the contentious issue of Nile 
water equity.

Outraged and frustrated at being consistently denied her rightful claim to exploit her own 
water resource, an increasingly assertive Ethiopia has made it clear to near and far that the 
status quo over Blue Nile waters is no longer tolerable.

It is not only Ethiopia but also Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda, DRC and Burundi which 
are equally determined to right the injustices of unrepresentative treaties and agreements 
signed between and among colonialists, their surrogates and by subsequent autocratic 
regimes in post-independence Egypt and Sudan.

When Egypt and Sudan concluded the audacious 1939 agreement to exclusively share Nile 
water 85 and 15 percent respectively, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi Tanzania and the 
DRC were under colonial rule, and as for eternally independent Ethiopia, Egypt and Sudan 
were so blinded by ignorant arrogance that they didn’t even deign to consult the nation from 
where their precious water bubbles forth with such abundance. 

At this juncture in history, the tide is turning as east and central Africa, led by a resurgent 
Ethiopia slowly but surely re-defines the geopolitical balance of the region along a more 
equitable sharing of resources.

The leading protagonists in this Nile River “Great Game’ are Egypt’s 83 year old president 
Hosni Mubarak and Meles Zenawi, Ethiopia’s wily prime minister. 

The latter has recently been firing rhetorical shots across Mubark’s bows, accusing him 
(Egypt) of providing support to Ethiopian opposition rebel groups: The Egyptian president 
genuinely seemed to be taken aback by Meles Zenawi’s charge, which happened to coincide 
with Egypt’s December election.



On a visit to the UAE, Mubark expressed his dismay to al-Jazeera, adding that as far as he 
knew, Egypt/Ethiopia ties were actually strengthening. It was left to the channel’s trigger 
happy journalism to create the impression that Mubarak was thinking along the lines of, 
“Oh, well…with friends like these…”

However, Meles Zenawi along with over 80 million Ethiopians is not crying wolf. In fact, so 
ingrained is the historic record of Egyptian intervention in Ethiopia’s domestic affairs, that 
the PM’s accusation was not treated news. Rather, it was the confirmation for Ethiopians 
that the beginning of a time of reckoning with Egypt has finally dawned. 

This collective sense of having arrived at a crossroads was further re-enforced by Meles 
Zenawi’s press briefing of May 26, 2010. The P.M. did not mince his words (he rarely does) 
and tore into Egypt’s long standing intent to someday control the Nile waters, or at the very 
least to keep the principal source (Ethiopia) weak, fragmented and poor. 

In a word to the wise, Meles cautioned Egypt against further delusions of conquest. “We 
won’t go to war with (either) Sudan or Egypt. I don’t think neither will come after us. Let 
alone in the 21st century, such a war cannot be imagined in the 19th century’. 

He was of course, referring to the several instances during the 18th and 19th centuries when 
Egypt, itself the servile proxy of the Ottoman Empire, suffered defeat after humiliating 
defeat at the hands of Ethiopian armies. 

The suddenly escalated tension over the Nile, by the way, has also intimated, if only barely, 
the Ethiopian regime’s plans (if any) for national reconciliation. Speaking at the same press 
briefing Meles Zenawi declared; ‘Egypt couldn’t win a war with Ethiopia over the Nile.
If we address the issues around which the rebel groups are mobilized, then we can neutralize 
them and therefore make it impossible for the Egyptians to fish in troubled waters because 
there won’t be any!’

It is sincerely hoped that the prime minister is serious about addressing the issues of rebel 
groups and as he put it, ‘neutralizing’ their proxy value to Egypt. This can only be beneficial 
to Ethiopia’s inhospitable political landscape.
At the very least, Meles Zenawi knows that he must galvanize the force of a truly united and 
reconciled Ethiopia in the event of an ultimate show down with Egypt. 

The mudslinging comes at a time when Ethiopia along with other nations of east has been 
enjoying nearly a decade of political and economic stability along with the rest of east 
(excluding Somalia). 

Robust growth and a sense of common purpose have allowed seven of the Nile riparian 
(Egypt and Sudan make up the nine) nations to raise once nonexistent or, at best, barely 
audible voices. This indicates a notable realignment in the region’s geopolitical center of 
gravity.

Egypt is miffed by the unusual confidence of historically (pre and post independence) meek 
states such as Uganda and Kenya, shedding in the process, crocodile tears over how quickly 



once docile children can turn into pesky brats. Egypt points an accusatory finger at Ethiopia 
which it perceives as the region’s bad apple, turning almost the whole of east and central 
Africa against Egypt…

As the second decade of the 21st century begins, Egypt finds itself at arguably the most 
challenging period in contemporary Egyptian history. The country faces a perplexing litany 
of problems –many of them explosive issues on which the very existence of the state may be 
put to the severest of tests. Constraints of space and time allow for a bird’s eye view of the 
more daunting hurdles a currently ill-prepared Egypt is facing.

Domestic Political Economy

1. The National Democratic Party (NDP) has done and will do anything to retain its 33 year 
grip on power. Repression and intimidation have alienated the state from the state. Mubarak 
is 83 and in failing health. Many segments of Egyptian society, not least embattled 
democracy activists, fiercely dislike recent moves to ‘take the Damascus road’ by installing 
eldest son Gamal Mubarrak. 

The Arab world’s oldest political party, the Muslim Brotherhood, has been biding its time 
for nearly a century and is a potent force to reckon with. It may someday rise to power- a 
development that would bring about massive repercussions throughout the Middle east and 
beyond. 

Egypt’s economy, despite relatively steady, growth for several years is still sluggish. Poverty 
is widespread, unemployment is as high as 40% and earnings from Egypt’s rapidly 
dwindling reserves of hydrocarbons will soon end. 

The High Aswan Dam is so silted-up that it currently holds just 21% of installed capacity. 
As a result, farmlands in Lower Egypt require increasingly massive amounts of fertilizer. 

The reason: the dam and Lake Nasser retain the rich Ethiopian top soil as silt, resulting in 
the degradation of 90% of Egypt’s farmland-land that had been regularly and unfailingly 
replenished for thousands of years until 1971 when the High Aswan Dam was built despite 
authoritative advice to the contrary.  

Furthermore, Egypt’s population is growing at the rate of 2.5mln a year, adding even more 
pressure on an overburdened system. 

Middle East – Israel, Arab/Muslim world leadership

1.  Israel

The rising tide of fundamentalism fueled by the Muslim Brotherhood, the Arab world’s 
oldest party of political Islam, threatens to undo the historic agreements made at Camp 
David in 1981 – accords which Egypt’s president Anwar Sadat paid for with his life. 

2.  Arab /Muslim world leadership role 



As the Arab world’s most important nation Egypt has much at stake. Egyptian prominence 
is evident in the prestige accorded Egyptian centers of scholarship (Al. Azhaar University), 
the professional expertise throughout the Middle East (doctors, lawyers, engineers, teachers, 
writers, etc). Egypt’s large and generously equipped military is also a key element in the 
country’s prestige in the Arab world.

However, this historic role has been eroding as Egypt’s lethargic political system and its 
perceived inaction in dealing more firmly with Israel is interpreted by the Arabs to be non-
representative of regional leadership. Currently, Iran, Saudi Arabia and even diminutive rich 
boys Qatar and the UAE are pursuing a much more assertive foreign policy, steadily 
usurping Egypt’s traditional position.

3. Exclusivity claim
 
An alert student of geography will quickly tell you that the world’s most slender large nation 
is Chile, which measures over 4103kms north to south but only between 160 km and 400 
km from east to west. But if we were to determine a nation’s shape according to human 
settlement patterns, Egypt would be the world’s narrowest country. 

Over 98% of Egypt’s 81 million people are settled along both sides of the 883 km long Nile 
Valley. Of Egypt’s 1,001,430 over 950,000 sq km lies outside this barely 30 km wide strip 
of fertile real estate which amounts to less than half of Djibouti’s total land area of 23,000sq 
km. 

The importance of the Nile to Egypt cannot be underestimated and the country is justifiably 
nervous whenever it feels this vital life line is under threat. Egypt therefore has all along 
clung feverishly to a now obsolete claim of exclusive rights to Nile waters. It has alienated 
source countries (Ethiopia, Uganda, Burundi) as well as the riparian countries- all of which 
believe that they are also legally entitled to their rightful shares of the Nile.
What’s more, Egypt’s stubborn stance flies in the face of armies of experts which have for 
decades advised that the waters of the Nile are more than sufficient for all Nile basin nations 
if utilized in a wise and concerted manner.

This sort of reasoning is anathema  for on intensely “hydro –paranoid” Egypt and instead of 
digesting the merits of a cooperative framework, Egypt adamantly refuses to accept the 
rights of other nations and particularly that  of  Ethiopia ,which feels that Egypt’s untenable 
stance is a direct challenge to its long cherished sovereignty.

Egypt and Ethiopia are seasoned protagonists in a geopolitical thriller that has been playing 
for thousands of years and it doesn’t take much provocation by either to bring things to a 
boil.  At this juncture it seems that we are watching a particularly suspenseful episode of the 
Egypt/ Ethiopia epic.

By its constant refusal to abandon its 19th century world view and adopt  the collaborative 
and globalized 21st century outlook , Egypt has angered Ethiopians from virtually the entire 
range of the political spectrum .Nothing riles up and binds as 



One the Ethiopian people as does Egyptian arrogance toward Ethiopia, manifested in 
numerous overt and covert ways. In Ethiopia it is long held conventional wisdom that Egypt 
is directly or indirectly behind most domestic, regional and international crisis situation 
affecting Ethiopia at any given time.

Ethiopian empires and regimes have for long pointed out gross Egyptian interference 
including among others, that Egypt:

• Attempts and often has succeeded in blocking or modifying Ethiopian requests and 
interaction with international financial institutions.
• Provides political, diplomatic and operational support to virtually any group organized 
against the Ethiopian state.
• Holds as a strategic objective to do whatever it takes to keep Ethiopia poor, weak and 
divided.
• Egypt greatly resents any sign of Ethiopian influence in the region; in Somalia, Djibouti, 
Sudan and Yemen.
• Egypt interferes in Ethiopia’s relations with the Arab world.

To be continued....
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